
 
 
 

 

  

Attendance 

Members present (names):  Jennie Barabara, Judith Hunter, Colleen Mamarika 

 

Apologies (names): Lazarus Mamarika 

Guest / visitor speakers (names): Rebecca Parsonage, Barry Bonthuys, Jessica Greenaway, Janine Beavis, Carol Stableford 

Meeting minutes 

1. Welcome & apologies:  

2. Previous minutes / actions: NIL 

3. Guest speaker / visitor reports: 

Agenda item 01 

Description:  
-Barry Bonthuys (Director of Agency and Commercial services for East Arnhem Regional Council) has come to the community to speak about the budget for 
the next financial year 2017/2018 and discussed how much is spent overall and also what is spent within Umbakumba specifically and how much it makes in 
a financial year. 
-Budget helps the council help to deliver services to the nine communities in EARC with a total of 71% of the funding from Grants from the federal and State 
government. 
-Director  spoke of By-Laws which hopefully will be achieved within community and discussions to roll out in the new financial year. 

    - CSM through the chair asked to clarify within community what exactly by laws are what it enables us to do. 
   - Director of Agency and Commercial services replied through the chair it would enable us to control noise levels and gambling within community and other                
situations where sometimes it is hard for police to attend and further discussion in the coming LA meeting. 

- further discussions of the Director  explaining each detail to everyone.  
- In the next 3 years the council is wanting to increase number of Indigenous within council to 70%  
-Through the chair Judy has said that communication seems to be a problem. As we don’t have Phone reception we are slightly crippled by the 
communication in Umbakumba especially for people who are home. 
-Carol Stableford through the chair –maybe we could use the PA for announcements. 
- Another good option for sharing is to give a list to Percy and he can broadcast on the radio. 
-Kira Mamarika is the new RIBS officer for the local language broadcast 
-Judy through the chair- asked who looks after the waste management in Umbakumba and CSM replied through the chair that it is a contractor  and that if 
there are any problems to come into the council and Jessica Greenaway also confirmed through the chair that it is Council that you can come to for feedback 
and complaints.  
-Consultations for the road upgrade with LA will take place soon. CSM through the chair said that council will fix the barge road and if we can let people know. 
-Judy during question time started speaking of things that were not council LA related and was told by CSM that it is not the place to discuss. 
-throughout EARC there are 14 Councillors. 
-Barry explained the admin overhead- which is for the administration of these programs and the people who deal  with those sectors. Particularly people in 
Darwin and Nhulunbuy office. 
-Barry thanked LA for the presence and is happy to answer and consult with Allan. 
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Actions (who/when):  

Date of next meeting:  Meeting closed: 11:57AM 

Chair name:  Jennie BaraBara Signed:  

 


